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Monthly Status Report
Prime Focus Imaging Spectrograph

February 2004

K. Nordsieck

Optics 

• Lens fabrication progress: all 18 lens elements have now been figured and AR coated. 17 have
been shipped to Pilot Group for assembly, and one (the field flattener) has been shipped to South
Africa for integration into the CCD dewar. 

• Optomechanical progress (Pilot Group / Alan Schier):
- Trial mechanical assembly of collimator barrel complete and successful.
- All machined parts for camera and collimator complete and received.   
- Set up of environmentally controlled assembly area ("pseudo-cleanroom") nearly complete. 
- bonding of collimator elements into cells about to begin
- work on beamsplitter (see below): 1) report on calcite stresses, 2) modifying the frame

model to relocate the bladder and minimize protrusions into the clear aperture, and 3)
investigation of prism angle vs. total wedge angle signatures in alignment process.

• Beamsplitter progress (Vinod Vats / Karl Lambrecht)  It was found that the prism element
surfaces did not meet the ½ wave flatness specification.  The elements have been relapped to
meet this specification, but now they no longer meet the prism angle matching specification. 
KLC is investigating a better way of measuring the prism angle: the current measurement error is
of the same order as the specification.  KLC has agreed that the revised assembly and alignment
procedure is not within their area of expertise, and this will be taken over by Pilot Group. 
However, KLC will still handle the AR coating, which will require subcontracting to meet the
specification.

• The five VPH gratings are still in fabrication.  The gratings are now being exposed.  The
transmission of two candidate sealing epoxies has being measured, and one more is in work.
Received quotes for AR coating of the VPH gratings from OptoSigma and  Spectrum Thin
Films. Both have good predicted performance but the former is cheaper.  Optosigma has also had
experience working with VPH's from Wasatch.

• The clear fused silica filter has been ordered from United Lens and is due in 2 weeks. The
remaining 4 color filters will be ordered from Omega Optical as soon as one remaining
specification has been ironed out.  RFQ's have been issued for AR coating of these filters, which
requires special treatment to protect the glue bond.  We have chosen to use a high-performance

2multilayer coating rather than the single layer MgF  coating offered by Omega, because of
concern for filter ghosts.

• Laser slitcutter:  
- Purchased 40×50 inch sheet of carbon fiber from KCI
- Laser cutter is operating smoothly now, after problems with water,  power, and optics.
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- Testing: evaluated different slit mask carbon fiber types; evaluated parameter space (power,
pulse width, cutting speed) for laser cutting of carbon fiber

- Started revised slit mask holder design

• Calibration/ test setup: 
- Received Pencil and QTH lamps and power supplies from Spectra-Physics/Oriel.
- Worked on design for the mechanical structure of the test setup.  A drawing of the major

pieces has been sent to the Physics shop for fabrication.
- Received a quote for an autocollimating alignment telescope (this is being purchased with

Lab infrastructure funds, since we expect to return it to Wisconsin after commissioning).

Mechanical  

• Structure: 
- The fabrication of the main structure at Rutgers has progressed well this month. The

welding will be completed next week and then the structure will be sent to outside
vendors for heat treating, machining and painting. We anticipate receiving the structure
towards the end of the March. 

- Guider mount: Fabrication complete 
- Mirror structure: Being worked on at Rutgers, anticipate delivery with the main structure.
- Filter/dewar mount: Expect delivery any day now. 

 
• Mechanisms:

- Slitmask: Will be weight relieved and anodized next week. 
- Waveplate: Tested and working well to specification, will be weight relieved and then sent

for anodizing in a couple of weeks. 
- Articulation, filter and grating mechanisms: The integrated mechanisms are being wired

and will thereafter be tested. 
- Dolly: Assembled and waiting for the structure. 
- Etalon Mechanism: The first (prototype) mechanism is 60% fabricated. 
- Shutter: increased aperture successfully from 150 to 162mm diameter. 

Control 

• Coded the shutter, beamsplitter, and articulation controls.

• Tested the waveplate s/w, measured repeatability of detent-enforced stations; measured and
tuned waveplate movement timing. 

• Miscellaneous updates to wiring diagrams, signals data base, and interlocks. 

• PI Tool  
- February was spent implementing and debugging the sky spectrum generating java code. 

The sky spectrum code now appears to be accurate and is presently being added to the
basic spectrum generating java GUI. 
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- Work continues on the PFIS PI tool.  The Labview user interface is being evaluated and
revised mode by mode.  The "physics" document defining the equations to be used in the
Java tool has been revised, and a java implementation of the CCD part of the model is to
be implemented next.

• Slitmask cutter software - continued development of slit mask cutter software components:
- revised G-code generator to compensate for program size limitations. 
- finished evaluation of DS-9 vs. JSKYCAT  as the imaging server in the PI tool.  We will

use JSKYCAT, since DS-9 is too slow.  Started implementation.

Management

• (Finally) finished 2003 Quarter 4 Quarterly Report, including a complete reassessment of the
capital and subcontract budget, and budgeting of additional manpower to cover the delivery slip.

Etalons (Ted Williams and Chuck Joseph) 

• The low-resolution etalon is now complete at ICOS and arrangements are underway to ship it
along with the controller and a short cable for lab testing.  Shipping arrangements include
obtaining special insurance.  The plate separation is 7 microns with a maximum of 12 microns. 
The flatness as measured at ICOS is between 8/106 and 8/125.  The finesse of the etalon at a
wavelength of 633nm and measured over a 15 mm diameter central spot is 30, implying a finesse
of 27 for the whole active area based on the flatness estimates.  The reflectivity is 91% at 633
nm.  All of these parameters are excellent.  Rutgers will begin testing once this etalon arrives to
determine the interference filters that will be required.  

• ICOS is now turning its attention to the medium resolution etalon, which is in the final stages
of completion.

Detectors (Darragh O'Donoghue)

• PFIS Cryostat
- More problems were encountered with the vacuum valve; they were solved by better

O-Ring use and it is now working well.
- After the initial vacuum testing of the cryostat shell it was dismantled, outstanding jobs

completed so that comprehensive cleaning and vacuum baking of all the parts could
begin. The plan was to combine temperature tests with the electrical tests. To do this two
electrical sample CCDs and one setup CCD were mounted on the dummy cold plate.
(The real cold plate will carry the science grade mosaiced CCD's)

- The reassembled PFIS cryostat was found to have two leaks which took time to correct. A
comprehensive set of digital pictures were taken of the reassembly process.

- In preparation for temperature and electrical testing, all the wiring was checked and the
temperature sensing system was calibrated.

- The result of the first temperature test was that the CCD natural (uncontrolled) temperature
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was 150K. Further tests are being done to determine if this will be satisfactory.
- Tip-Tilt components manufactured at Daliff Engineering have been delivered. The decenter

plate for the mounting assembly has been completed.  
- M2 screws broke in the dummy cold plate. The cold plate will be polished with diamond

paste before the final cleaning.
- Mounting brackets to hold the cryostat for temperature tests were manufactured.
- The mounting bracket for the 40inch tests is on the shop floor (due 8.Mar.04).
- The field lens, which will be the window into the cryostat, has been received from

Wisconsin.
 
• CCD Electronics

- Pre-Amp box and lid have been completed on the CNC. They are in use at the moment and
will be anodized when a day can be permitted.  

- The three PFIS preamp circuit boards plus the spare have been completed and tested.
- A model of the PFIS Electronics Cooler Box is being built.  
- The software has matured to the state where the hardware is required for further testing.

• Mosaicing system
- We now have confidence that the shims can be repeatably measured to the micron level.
- Investigations into different lapping methods has deemed lapping paper to be the best.
- Offset and Rotation measuring station has been set up. It still needs to be calibrated and

software and illumination issues still need to be sorted out.
- Dry Run #2 has been completed successfully. Before mosaicing the real CCD's a third dry

run will be done.
- Stainless steel trolley for using the mosaicing system in the laminar flow bench is about to

be delivered (8.Mar.04).

Activities for the next month

• Optics
- Work on Testing and Commissioning Plan
- Monitor lens assembly
- Order 4 color order-blocking filters
- Assemble optical test setup and prepare for collimator alignment

• Mechanical
- Receive structure and begin mounting
- Complete live test of grating, filter and articulation mechanism 
- Send out drawings of the last mounting brackets to be fabricated (for the shutter, slitmask

and mirror) 
- Monitor etalon mechanism fabrication 
- Test shutter 
- Final design of beam splitter mechanism 
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• Opto-Mechanical
- Finish design and drawings of the beamsplitter frame.
- Assemble collimator optics into cells.  Align.

• Control
- Continue with Labview coding of mechanism servers, and test as mechanisms become

available
- Continue Java coding of the PI Planning Tool
- Finish testing of slitmask cutter software using the laser cutter
- Code distortion correction module for slitmask cutter PI tool
- Wire mechanisms as they become available

•  Fabry-Perot
- Adapt the FORTRAN software for driving/testing the SALT etalons
- Determine the requirements for the interference filters once the etalons arrive at Rutgers
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